This study focuses on the reliability of underwater gravity matching navigation. Firstly, the research started with the post-processing of mismatching. Under the guidance of priori recursive multiple matching and iterative least squares, a new priori recursive iterative least squares mismatching correction (PRILSMC) method was proposed based on statistics and the fitting principle. Secondly, according to factors such as matching algorithm probability, error of INS, and the actual situation, we comprehensively considered the effects of recursive sampling points, priori matching points, etc. The new mismatching judgment and dynamic correction (MJDC) model was constructed based on the PRILSMC method. Finally, under the same conditions, the MJDC model was used to verify a new matching point in three matching regions. The results showed that in the excellent-suitability region, the matching probability increased from about 96% to 100%, i.e., all mismatching points could essentially be eliminated. In the general-suitability region, the matching probability increased from about 64% to 92%, indicating that the probability of mismatching point was greatly reduced, and the reliability of the matching navigation was improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Marine gravity matching navigation is an external aiding technique that aims to correct the accumulative errors of inertial navigation system (INS) for underwater vehicles. It does not radiate energy to the outside and does not require the underwater vehicles to approach the water surface to receive signals. It is a real passive navigation technology that is not limited by location, weather, and other external conditions, which is helpful to realize autonomous, continuous, accurate, and long-endurance navigation for underwater vehicles [1] - [8] . The basic principles of gravity matching navigation are as follows: the information of the surrounding gravity The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ehsan Asadi . field is collected by using the marine gravimeter/gravity gradiometer when the carrier passes through a region with abundant gravity characteristics; the information is compared to a gravity reference map pre-stored in the navigation systems; and the best position estimation is determined according to several minimization criteria.
The key factors affecting underwater gravity matching navigation are not only the gravity matching algorithms [9] - [11] , the high-precision and high-resolution global marine gravity anomaly reference map [12] , [13] , the high-precision gravity measurement systems [14] , and the optimized gravity suitability regions [15] - [17] , but also the fact that mismatching has a negative impact on the underwater gravity matching. In the actual situation, the mismatching is inevitable in the gravity matching process based on the gross error theory. Therefore, the various algorithms cannot be completely matched. For the underwater vehicles, the carrier itself cannot judge the correctness of the matching position. Furthermore, due to the computational complexity of underwater feature information and the similarity of trajectory distribution in the search area of the gravity field, the matching process may be mismatched, that is, the matching point may be far away from the correct position. The mismatching point not only cannot correct the accumulative error of INS, but also can affect the navigation security and the strike accuracy for underwater vehicles. Therefore, determining how to improve the matching reliability is an important research hotspot in the field of underwater navigation. At present, many scholars focus on the improved positioning accuracy and the optimized gravity suitability regions in order to directly reduce the mismatching probability, and thus improve matching reliability. Zhao et al. introduced the matching criterion based on Hausdorff distance into the terrain contour matching (TER-COM) algorithm, and they proposed a new idea by increasing the rotation change and determining the optimal rotation angle, which effectively improved the accuracy of underwater matching navigation [18] . Zhang et al. studied the pretranslation simplification of the iterative closest contour point (ICCP) algorithm. The results showed that mismatching was effectively reduced, and the positioning accuracy and reliability were improved by the optimization algorithm [19] . Cai and Chen proposed a selection criterion of a gravity matching region based on the analytic hierarchy process. Navigation was carried out by optimizing the suitability region with abundant gravity characteristics, and the positioning accuracy and reliability were directly improved [20] . Zhang and Wang proposed an online mismatching criterion based on the joint probability of multi-reference points in a correlation plane. They established the mean square difference (MSD) probability distribution density function of the point matched by analyzing the statistical distribution of elevation measurement noise and judged the minimum value point in the MSD correlation plane using the threshold [21] .
Different from the previous studies, for the post-processing of mismatching, under the guidance of priori recursive multiple matching and iterative least squares, a new priori recursive iterative least squares mismatching correction (PRILSMC) method is proposed based on statistics and the fitting principle. After that, the mismatching judgment and dynamic correction (MJDC) model is constructed using the functional relationship that was obtained by iteratively fitting a series of priori matching points based on the PRILSMC method. The purpose is to judge whether a new matching point is a mismatching point, and if so, to correct it. The rationality of the PRILSMC method is verified by the TERCOM simulation algorithm.
II. CALCULATION PRINCIPLE OF THE PRILSMC METHOD
In this paper, the PRILSMC method is proposed based on the idea of priori recursive multiple matching of sequence of sampling points and iterative least squares, in order to construct The algorithm flowchart of the PRILSMC method is shown in Figure 2 .
Step 1: We calculated the position coordinates of priori matching points. The navigation task covers from position A to position B. Furthermore, each sequence of sampling points has the same length (sequence of sampling points a, sequence of sampling points b,. . . , sequence of sampling points n). After entering the matching area, when the sequence of sampling points a is long enough, the first priori matching is performed (only the position coordinates of priori matching point is calculated, but the error of INS is not modified), and the first priori matching point P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) is obtained. Then, we recursively process the sequence of sampling points a, remove N sampling points at the back end (N is the number of recursive sampling points), and add N sampling points at the front end to form a new sequence of sampling points b. Thus, the second priori matching point P 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) is obtained by the second priori matching. Similarly, we can get several priori matching points P 3 (x 3 , y 3 ), . . . , P n−1 (x n−1 , y n−1 ), P n (x n , y n ).
Step 2:
We constructed the MJDC model. The least squares method is used to find the best fitted function model for a set of data by minimizing the sum of squared errors. We usually calculate the error from each priori matching point to the fitted function model. If the error of some matching point is larger than the threshold, this priori matching point is considered as a priori mismatching point. The advantages of the least squares method are that it is simple and fast. Its shortcoming is that the error of fitted function model is large when some matching point has a large deviation. Therefore, in order to overcome the negative influence of large error matching points on the fitted function model, this paper introduces the idea of iteration, and the MJDC model is constructed by the iterative least squares principle.
This paper introduced the idea of priori recursive matching with N sampling points as a unit. Due to the low maneuverability of underwater vehicles, the shape of navigation trajectory is smoother for a short time. Therefore, we assumed that the trajectory is approximately linearly distributed within a short time in the matching area. That is, the curve fitted using all priori matching points P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), P 2 (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , P n (x n , y n ) is approximately a straight line. We set the threshold D as a limiting condition and obtain the maximum distance from each priori matching point to the fitted straight line. If the maximum distance is larger than the threshold D, the corresponding priori matching point is considered as a priori mismatching point and should be eliminated. After, we used the residual priori matching points to obtain the straight line again, and judged until all maximum distances are less than the threshold D.
The specific practices were as follows,
x We assumed the fitted function model is y = a 0 + a 1 x, where a 0 and a 1 can be obtained according to the least squares principle [22] .
y According to the distance formula of point to line [23] , the distance d i from priori matching points P i (x i , y i ) to the fitted function model y = a 0 + a 1 x can be calculated.
The maximum distance is d max = max(d i ); if d max is larger than the threshold D, this priori matching point is considered to be a priori mismatching point. z For the residual n − 1 priori matching points, x and y are repeated until all maximum distances d max are less than the threshold D; then it is considered that the elimination is complete, and the MJDC model is obtained.
Step 3: We judged and corrected a new matching point. Based on the MJDC model, a new matching point is judged whether it is a mismatching point, and if so, the real matching point is estimated. We calculate the distance d n+1 from a new matching point P n+1 (x n+1 , y n+1 ) to the MJDC model y = a 0 + a 1 x. If d n+1 is less than the threshold D, then the matching point is considered to be a correct matching point. On the contrary, if it is a mismatching point, it is eliminated, and we estimate the position coordinates of the real matching point using the accumulative error relationship of residual priori matching points.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MJDC MODEL
As shown in Figure 3 , this study data was located in the South China Sea and was taken from the website of the University of California, San Diego (https://topex.ucsd.edu/cgibin/get_data.cgi), ranging between longitude 133 • − 135 • E and latitude 39 • −41 • N. The resolution of the original marine gravity anomaly reference map was 1 × 1 , whose accuracy reached 2-8 mGal [24] - [26] , which could be interpolated onto a grid with 100 × 100 m resolution, which provided a good base for the simulation analysis of matching navigation [27] - [30] . Figure 3 shows the 2D/3D marine gravity anomaly reference map with 100×100 m resolution in the study area. As seen in Figure 3 , the overall gravity field fluctuated drastically in the study area. The gravity field changed more drastically in the central and southern areas, and more gently in the northern and western areas.
The gravity field characteristics not only affected the gravity matching accuracy, but also had a strong correlation with matching probability. The matching effects were different in different gravity characteristic regions even if the same algorithm was used. The region with abundant gravity characteristics could obviously improve the matching accuracy and the matching probability.
Many parameters have been defined to describe the gravity field characteristics, such as standard deviation of gravity anomaly, standard deviation of slope, roughness, differential entropy of gravity anomaly, and fractal dimension, which are used to evaluate the matching effect of a gravity anomaly reference map. However, a single characteristic parameter contains limited gravity information, so the gravity suitability cannot be effectively evaluated on this basis. As a consequence, Li et al. comprehensively analyzed the above mentioned characteristic parameters of a gravity field. Furthermore, they proposed a principal component weighted average normalization method based on principal component analysis criteria and weighted average principle in order to obtain the overall characteristic parameter index that can evaluate the matching results of a gravity anomaly reference map [31] . Based on this index, the suitability of the gravity anomaly reference map was divided in the study area, as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows the suitability division results of gravity matching in the study area. Among them, the white area was an excellent-suitability region with high positioning accuracy and good matching effect. The orange area was the generalsuitability region, and the matching effect was general. The black area was the non-suitability region with poor matching effect, and it was not suitable for matching. The red area was the dangerous region (for example, the water depth was less than 400 m) that was obtained by overlapping the seabed digital terrain data in the same area. There were many shoals and reefs, and we concluded that during route planning, this area should be avoided for safety reasons. Therefore, as seen in Figure 4 , we verified the feasibility of the PRILSMC method in three types of regions (for example, the excellentsuitability region (A), the general-suitability region (B), and the non-suitability region (C)).
Analysis and Discussion of Parameter Settings: Both the number of recursive sampling points and priori matching points had an important effect on the positioning accuracy and matching probability.
Firstly, for example, if the number of the sequence of sampling points is 100, theoretically, the value range of the number of recursive sampling points N is 1-100. When the value is 1, 1 sampling point is processed at a time, and then 99% of sampling points are the same in the adjacent sequences, such as: the sequence of sampling points a, the sequence of sampling points b, . . . , the sequence of sampling points n. In this case, these priori matching points were greatly affected by local gravity and had a strong correlation with each other, which may have led to an overall deviation. However, with the increases of recursive sampling points N , the overlap rate of sampling points was reduced in the adjacent sequences. This was beneficial to reduce the negative influence of local gravity and ensure the independence of each priori matching point.
Secondly, the number of priori matching points is important data for constructing the MJDC model. When the number of priori matching points is 0, the algorithm degenerates into the conventional TERCOM algorithm. With the increases of priori matching points, it is helpful to improve the effects of the MJDC model.
Finally, according to the actual situation, the number of recursive sampling points and priori matching points was not as large as possible. The main reasons are as follows: x With the increase of recursive sampling points and priori matching points, regarding the shape of the navigation trajectory, it is not easy to maintain an approximately straight line if a long time has passed. Furthermore, it is not conducive to the rapid correction of underwater vehicles in case of emergency. y If the entire priori matching process takes too much time, there needs to be a large matching region, which improves the selection criteria of matching region.
In summary, the number of recursive sampling points and priori matching points need to be fully considered according to the actual situation. In this paper, some numerical simulations were carried out by taking 5 recursive sampling points and 10 priori matching points as examples.
The numerical simulation parameters of the TERCOM algorithm were set as follows Table 1 :
The data of the sampling points are the sum of the sampled value in the gravity anomaly reference map and the random noise with a standard deviation of 1 mGal. In this paper, if the positioning accuracy was within the diagonal length of a grid, this matching point was defined as an effective matching point. Then, the matching probability = (number of effective matching points / number of experiments) × 100%.
A new MJDC model was constructed based on the PRILSMC method. As shown in Figure 5 , under the same conditions, 10 priori matching points were obtained separately in the excellent-suitability region, general-suitability region, and non-suitability region. The right graphs of Figure 5a -c show the MJDC model. Table 2 represents the statistical results of the MJDC model in three regions, which depicts the iterative process optimization of the right graph in Figure 5a -c. According to the factors, including matching algorithm probability, error of INS, and actual situation, the threshold is set to 1 grid from the priori matching point to the fitted function model. If it is larger than the threshold, the corresponding priori matching point is a priori mismatching point and should be eliminated. Then, the residual priori matching points are used to obtain the fitted function model again and are judged until all maximum distances are less than the threshold 1, when it is considered that the MJDC model is optimized completely.
As shown in Table 2 , in the excellent-suitability region, the fitted function model of the priori matching points (P 1 ∼ P 10 ) was y = 0.359x + 606.9. The maximum distance from each point to the model was less than the threshold 1, so there was no priori mismatching point in the priori matching points (P 1 ∼ P 10 ); then the MJDC model was y = 0.359x + 606.9. In the general-suitability region, the fitted function model of the priori matching points (P 1 ∼ P 10 ) was (620, 1157) to the fitted function model was the largest, which was 1.445 grids. It was larger than the threshold 1, so P 4 was considered as a priori mismatching point. The fitted function model of the residual priori matching points (P 1 ∼ P 3 , P 5 ∼ P 10 ) was y = 0.267x + 993.4. The distance from the priori matching point P 5 (629, 1160) to the fitted function model was the largest, which was 1.174 grids. It was larger than the threshold 1, so P 5 was considered as a priori mismatching point. The fitted function model of the residual priori matching points (P 1 ∼ P 3 , P 6 ∼ P 10 ) was y = 0.266x + 994.2. The distance from the priori matching point P 8 (658, 1168) to the fitted function model was the largest, which was 1.027 grids. It was larger than the threshold 1, so P 8 was also considered as a priori mismatching point. The fitted function model of the residual priori matching points (P 1 ∼ P 3 , P 6 , P 7 , P 9 , P 10 ) was y = 0.269x + 992.3. The maximum distance from each point to the model was less than the threshold 1, so there was no priori mismatching point in the residual priori matching points (P 1 ∼ P 3 , P 6 , P 7 , P 9 , P 10 ); then the MJDC model was y = 0.269x + 992.3. In a similar way, in the nonsuitability region, we judged and eliminated some priori mismatching points, P 1 (1385, 1725), P 2 (1396, 1727), and P 8 (1448, 1742), respectively. Then the MJDC model was y = 0.358x + 1224.8.
The left graphs of Figure 5a -c show the accuracy of 10 priori matching points. Table 3 depicts the statistical results of 10 priori matching points in three regions from Figure 5a -c. As seen in Table 3 , in the excellent-suitability region, the effect of gravity matching was significant with an average positioning accuracy of 67.71 m and a standard deviation of positioning accuracy of 27.34 m. The matching probability was near to 100% (all the 10 priori matching points were correct), and the number of priori mismatching points was 0. In the general-suitability region, the effect of gravity matching was general, with an average positioning accuracy of 107.96 m and a standard deviation of positioning accuracy of 56.86 m. The matching probability was about 70% (7 of the 10 priori matching points were correct), and the number of priori mismatching points was 3. In the non-suitability region, the effect of gravity matching was poor, with an average positioning accuracy of 255.65 m and a standard deviation of positioning accuracy of 142.52 m. The matching probability was about 20% (2 of the 10 priori matching points were correct), but the number of priori mismatching points was 3 instead of 8, because there were only two correct points among the 10 priori matching points, and the reliability of the priori matching points was too low in the non-suitability region. This led to the low reliability and accuracy of the MJDC model, which was not suitable for the elimination and correction of mismatching points. Thus, the MJDC model cannot be applied in the non-suitability region.
IV. VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION OF THE MJDC MODEL
The correction effect of a new matching point was verified based on the MJDC model. Section III, 'onstruction of the MJDC model' described the construction process of the MJDC model, and the MJDC model needed to be rebuilt before each new matching point was judged and corrected. As shown in Figure 6 , we separately conducted 50 simulation verifications of new matching points in the excellent-suitability region, general-suitability region, and non-suitability region under the same conditions.
The statistical results of Figure 6 are shown in Table 4 . In the excellent-suitability region, the effects of gravity matching and the MJDC model were both good. The average VOLUME 8, 2020 positioning accuracy was improved from 68.39 m to 61.65 m, and the matching reliability was high; after being corrected, the number of mismatching points was reduced from 2 to 0 (the matching probability increased from about 96% to 100%, and all mismatching points could essentially be eliminated). In the general-suitability region, the gravity matching effect was general. However, the MJDC model effect was significant. The average positioning accuracy was improved from 127.13 m to 99.23 m, and after being corrected, the number of mismatching points was reduced from 18 to 4 (the matching probability increased from about 64% to 92%), indicating that the reliability of the matching navigation was improved. In the non-suitability region, the effects of gravity matching and the MJDC model were both poor, and this was because the reliability of priori matching points was too low. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new PRILSMC method to reduce the probability of mismatching and improve the reliability of matching navigation.
(1) We developed a PRILSMC method. This study put forward the PRILSMC method based on the idea of priori recursive multiple matching and iterative least squares, in order to identify and correct a new matching point.
(2) We constructed the MJDC model. According to factors including matching algorithm probability, error of INS, and actual situation, the MJDC model was constructed based on the PRILSMC method.
(3) We verified the correction effect to a new matching point. The results indicated the following: x In the excellent -suitability region, the effect of the MJDC model was good. After being corrected, the number of mismatching points was reduced from 2 to 0. y In the generalsuitability region, the effect was significant. After being corrected, the number of mismatching points was reduced from 18 to 4, indicating that the probability of mismatching points was greatly reduced, which improved the reliability of matching navigation. As a consequence, the PRILSMC method is beneficial to improve the reliability of underwater vehicles.
